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      "If you're not reading John Mauldin, you should be."


      &8212;G. Gilder

      John Mauldin is a renowned financial expert, a New York Times best-selling author, and a pioneering online commentator. Each week, over 1 million readers turn to Mauldin for his penetrating view on Wall Street, global markets, and economic history.
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        Reader Comments

        
          "You are the most thought provoking, balanced and direct analyst I know of. I'm sure glad I read you several years ago and started following you."


          —J.F.

        

        
          "You really do have a fine ability to explain technical matters in an understandable way a very rare gift indeed!"


          —M.A.

        

        
          "I enjoy your letters more than anything I receive from my other email. I just enjoy the intellectual, friendly banter."


          —D.B.

        

        
          "Everyone I've referred to your newsletter loves it. You should take this show on the road."


          —R.S.

        

        
          "Your weekly e-letters are the most important investment document I receive each week."


          —T.M.

        

        
          "My wife and I have been reading your report since 2000. We have enjoyed reading every report. Thank you for being so honest, candid, and open with your readers."


          —G.H.

        

        
          "I just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate your letter. I look forward to it every week. There are not many blogs or investment letters I trust but yours is one. I also like the fact that you are regular guy, a bright one, yes, but one I can identify with."


          —M.B.

        

        
          "During this volatile and unpredictable stock market, John provides some brilliant insights about what is really going on in the economy, both nationally—and globally. Every investor should receive this FREE weekly E-Letter."


          —B.K.

        

        The readers comments are specifically in reference to Thoughts From the Frontline e-letter published by InvestorsInsight Publishing, Inc. These comments in no way are testimonials or comments on the investment advisory firm Millennium Wave Advisors, LLC. For privacy policy reasons initials have been used for each reader's comment.
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        The Power of Dividend Portfolios

DC, Cape Town, Italy and London


       Last year I wrote a series of letters reviewing different ideas of repeatable cycles in history. All four authors I reviewed, and your humble analyst, all foresee a major crisis/upheaval coming around the end of this decade.
 However, we don’t know what the crisis will actually look like. Most of the theories I reviewed see war as a possibility. Not to mention the brewing government debt crisis that will create its own dynamics. We really don't know how this will turn out. Who is going to be in charge politically? What compromises will have to be made in the midst of crisis and how will they affect our lives and portfolios?


A critical question is how do we get as much buying power as possible from the beginning of the crisis through to the other side? Part of the answer is Warren Buffett’s admonition to never bet against America. Better to do as he does, investing in specific parts of America.


I said earlier this year I was transferring my portfolio management and partnership to an independent investment advisor firm called The Bahnsen Group founded by David Bahnsen. I have known David personally for well over a decade and knew his father (brilliant theologian Greg Bahnsen), even publishing some of his books. David and I met on the set of CNBC’s Fast Money in 2010 and discovered that personal connection. Our friendship has since developed into a very close one.


David runs a blend of dividend growth stocks, alternatives, and special situations. David and his extensive...

        Read Full Newsletter
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